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Abstract

Background: Expectancy is widely accepted as a key contributor to

placebo effects. However, it is not known whether non-conscious

expectancies achieved through semantic priming may contribute to

placebo analgesia. In this study, we investigated if an implicit priming

procedure, where participants were unaware of the intended priming

influence, affected placebo analgesia.

Methods: In a double-blind experiment, healthy participants (n = 36)

were randomized to different implicit priming types; one aimed at

increasing positive expectations and one neutral control condition. First,

pain calibration (thermal) and a credibility demonstration of the placebo

analgesic device were performed. In a second step, an independent

experimenter administered the priming task; Scrambled Sentence Test.

Then, pain sensitivity was assessed while telling participants that the

analgesic device was either turned on (placebo) or turned off (baseline).

Pain responses were recorded on a 0–100 Numeric Response Scale.

Results: Overall, there was a significant placebo effect (p < 0.001),

however, the priming conditions (positive/neutral) did not lead to

differences in placebo outcome. Prior experience of pain relief (during

initial pain testing) correlated significantly with placebo analgesia

(p < 0.001) and explained 34% of placebo variance. Trait neuroticism

correlated positively with placebo analgesia (p < 0.05) and explained

21% of placebo variance.

Conclusions: Priming is one of many ways to influence behaviour, and

non-conscious activation of positive expectations could theoretically

affect placebo analgesia. Yet, we found no SST priming effect on placebo

analgesia. Instead, our data point to the significance of prior experience

of pain relief, trait neuroticism and social interaction with the treating

clinician.

Significance: Our findings challenge the role of semantic priming as a

behavioural modifier that may shape expectations of pain relief, and

affect placebo analgesia.

1. Introduction

Priming is an implicit memory effect based on non-

conscious processes and is theorized to work by

spreading activation within associative networks in

the brain (Tulving and Schacter, 1990). The

literature encompasses a variety of priming types,

however, the unifying component of them is that

they rest on non-conscious memory processes. A

number of experiments have demonstrated that

priming is independent of explicit memory retrieval,
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as different priming functions have remained intact

in amnesic patients (Gabrieli et al., 1990; Verfaellie

et al., 1990) and patients with Alzheimer disease

(Gabrieli et al., 1994) in spite of severe deficits of

explicit memory function. In priming studies, the

exposure of one stimulus (the prime) is thought to

influence a person’s reaction to subsequent stimuli,

and thus influence behaviour without the person

knowing about the connection between the prime

and the measured behaviour (Tulving and Schacter,

1990; Bargh et al., 1996). This effect was demon-

strated by Bargh and colleagues in a seminal study

(Bargh et al., 1996) where participants were primed

with words pertaining to the social stereotype of

elderly, using a ‘Scrambled Sentence Test’ (SST).

While the sentences did not explicitly include words

relating to ‘slowness’, those primed with the stereo-

type sentences walked more slowly than participants

primed with neutral sentences. According to Bargh it

is essential that primes are not explicitly related to

the experimental task, as the effect can activate

explicit memory processes and be biased by demand

effects (Bargh and Chartrand, 2014).

Activation of memory networks by means of dif-

ferent semantic primes has been shown to play a

role in pain perception (Weiss et al., 2003; Meerman

et al., 2011; Richter et al., 2014). However, studies

have mainly investigated the effects of negative

priming with the hypothesis that such priming

increases pain sensitivity. The potential influence of

priming on placebo analgesia is largely unknown.

Pain is a complex multi-modal phenomenon. The

perception and processing of painful events is an

interplay between incoming nociceptive signals, cog-

nitive (i.e. expectations) and affective factors (i.e.

emotional state) (Tracey and Mantyh, 2007). There

is a large literature on the impact of cognitive and

emotional states on pain (Villemure and Bushnell,

2002; Bushnell et al., 2013). The effect is bidirec-

tional, where positive expectations or a positive

emotional state may lead to decreased pain sensitiv-

ity, whereas negative expectations or emotional state

may lead to increased sensitivity (Zelman et al.,

1991).

Placebo analgesia refers to pain reduction that is

not attributable to the physical properties of a treat-

ment. Instead, placebo analgesia arises due to psy-

chological factors such as treatment expectations

(Colloca and Grillon, 2014). Expectancy is a key

contributor to placebo analgesia (Atlas and Wager,

2012), and is commonly regarded as a higher-order

cognitive process that requires conscious awareness

(Petrovic and Ingvar, 2002; Wager et al., 2004).

However, recent studies from our laboratory (Jensen

et al., 2012, 2014, 2015) observed placebo and

nocebo effects on pain in response to non-conscious

conditioning with subliminal cues, demonstrating

that non-conscious processes are also involved in

placebo analgesia.

A growing amount of evidence suggests that beha-

vioural motivation can be exerted without conscious

awareness and suggest an important role of non-

conscious processes for health-related behaviour

(Custers and Aarts, 2010; Sheeran et al., 2013).

Hence, people can be primed to become motivated

to initiate and exhibit behaviours available in their

repertoire, even though they are not aware of the

prime or its effect on their motivation and beha-

viour. As actively changing beliefs and attitudes can

be an effective method to cope with chronic pain

(Veehof et al., 2011), it is possible that also non-con-

scious expectancy processes have a role in beha-

vioural interventions for pain. Examining the role of

implicit treatment expectations may thus lead to a

better understanding of pain outcomes in beha-

vioural treatment programs.

Previous studies have focused on manipulating

pain by inducing negative emotional states, and thus

worsened pain by increasing the unpleasantness

component of pain perception. However, it is not

known whether pain can be modulated through

priming that is aimed at enhancing positive cognitive

expectations. In order to address this lacuna, we

designed a double-blind placebo experiment aimed

at manipulating expectations with semantic priming.

The goal was to determine if placebo analgesia could

be enhanced by semantic priming of positive expec-

tations. We hypothesized that exposure to positive

priming would result in a more positive mindset that

would transfer to greater placebo responses, com-

pared to neutral priming.

2. Methods

2.1 The participants

36 healthy participants, 21 women, 15 men (M

[mean] age = 25 years, SD [standard deviation] = 7,

range = 18–48 years) were recruited through an aca-

demic study website (http://www.studentkaninen.se)

or via ads on university message boards. Prior to

inclusion, participants were informed that the study

investigates ‘how pain and learning are related to

each other’, and screened for inclusion criteria (age

18–55 years, generally healthy, understand Swed-

ish). All participants were debriefed at the end of the
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experiment and compensated with 200 SEK (€ 20).

The regional ethics committee of Stockholm, Swe-

den, had approved the study and all participants

gave written informed consent. The sample size was

determined by a power calculation based on data

from an experiment of non-conscious placebo effects

(Jensen et al., 2012), and posited that a sample size

of n = 26 was required for a 90% chance to detect

an effect at an alpha level of 0.05.

2.2 Procedure

2.2.1 General information

The experiment consisted of 4 steps: (1) Experi-

menter A performed a pain calibration procedure

and a credibility demonstration of the sham anal-

gesic device, (2) Experimenter B performed the

priming procedure, (3) Experimenter A tested partic-

ipants’ pain sensitivity and response to the sham

device; both when machine was turned ‘on’ (placebo

analgesia) or turned ‘off’ (baseline), (4) question-

naires and debriefing session (see Fig. 1).

The experiment was conducted in a hospital envi-

ronment. The experiment room included a comfort-

able treatment chair (used during pain testing) and a

table with two chairs (used during priming). The

room in which the experiment took place was sepa-

rated into two sections by a screen in order to reduce

distraction during the priming task and create

separate contexts for the priming procedure and the

pain testing. Pain stimuli were delivered using a Ther-

mal Sensory Analyzer with a 3 cm 9 3 cm heat probe

(Medoc Advanced Medical Systems, Israel). The pla-

cebo treatment was administered by means of a sham

analgesic device (two small electronic boxes, attached

to electrical cords, ‘turned on’ with a beeping sound)

and an inactive electrode placed on the skin around

the participants’ volar forearm. Experimenter A wore

hospital scrubs and a hospital name badge. Experi-

menter B wore professional attire (Table 1).

2.2.2 Step 1 (pain calibration and credibility

demonstration)

After giving informed consent, participants were

placed in the treatment chair. Experimenter A, (fe-

male, physiotherapist, 49 years old) introduced the

participants to the pain stimulator. The pain rating

scale (0–100 Numeric Response Scale (NRS)) was

presented, where 0 was described as ‘not painful at

all’ and 100 ‘worst imaginable pain’. In order to find

each participants’ subjectively calibrated ‘high pain

temperature’, an ascending series of heat pain stim-

uli were administered to the left forearm. Each pain

stimulation lasted for 4 s and started at 40 °C with

an increase by one degree per trial up to a maximum

of 49 °C. For each participant, the high pain temper-

ature was defined as the temperature that first

exceeded 60 on the 0–100 NRS in terms of

Figure 1 Schematic overview of the experimental procedure.

Table 1 Participants’ characteristics and descriptives; mean and SD (�).

Variable

All participants

(n = 36)

Positive priming group

(n = 18)

Neutral priming group

(n = 18)

p-Value

between

Age (years) 25.33 � 7.02 26.78 � 7.50 23.89 � 6.39 0.222

Women (%) 58 67 50 0.325

Pain sensitivity (C)a 47.64 � 1.22 47.78 � 1.35 47.50 � 1.10 0.503

Pain, placebo ‘off’b 61.29 � 17.10 58.44 � 17.32 64.14 � 16.88 0.325

Pain, placebo ‘on’b 52.11 � 16.68 49.83 � 15.53 54.39 � 17.90 0.421

Placebo outcomec 9.18 � 8.81 8.61 � 6.69 9.75 � 10.70 0.704

Priming difficultyd 31.67 � 25.21 31.39 � 26.39 31.94 � 24.74 0.948

Priming time (min) 12.03 � 3.48 11.59 � 4.11 12.46 � 2.77 0.465

aTemperature when pain rating ~60 on a 0–100 Numeric Response Scale (NRS) (0 = no pain, 100 = worst imaginable pain).
bPain rating 0–100 NRS placebo analgesic device on/off.
cDifference pain rating placebo ‘off’ and ‘on’.
dDifficulty 0–100 NRS, (0 = not at all difficult, 100 = highest difficulty possible).
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subjectively experienced pain, or until they reached

49 °C. After the calibration procedure, the sham

analgesic device was introduced by saying ‘This is a

machine used in our laboratory to lower the sensa-

tion of pain. By placing this electrode close to the

heat probe, the analgesic device applies a high fre-

quency electrical current which affect nerve fibres

and will therefore decrease pain’. The electrode was

then placed adjacent to the heat probe and a credi-

bility demonstration was performed: first, each par-

ticipant’s high pain temperature was administered

(sham device ‘off’), and then the temperature was

surreptitiously lowered by 1.5 °C (sham device ‘on’),

lastly, the high pain temperature was administered

again (sham device ‘off’). Participants rated each

heat stimulation on the 0–100 NRS pain scale. The

change in participants’ pain ratings during the credi-

bility demonstration represents each participant’s

experience of relief (hereafter called ‘prior experi-

ence of relief’). After the credibility procedure, the

participants were asked about their expectations, by

answering the question ‘Based on what you just felt,

to what extent do you think this machine may

reduce this type of heat-pain on a scale between 0

and 100, where 0 = no pain relief and 100 = com-

plete pain relief’, as an explicit account of the effec-

tiveness of the machine (hereafter called ‘explicit

expectancy’).

2.2.3 Step 2 (priming)

Experimenter A left the room and the participant

moved to the priming section of the room. Experi-

menter B (man, 26 years, doctoral student) per-

formed the priming procedure (randomized to either

‘positive’ or ‘neutral’). This procedure allowed

Experimenter A to remain blinded to which priming

manipulation the participants had received. The

priming manipulation was performed with a SST

(Bargh et al., 1996), including sentences that would

trigger associations to positive expectations, includ-

ing words related to positive outcomes in general

(for examples see below). The neutral version

included similar sentences, but did not include any

words that would relate to positive expectations. The

SST consisted of 15 scrambled sentences, with six

words in each sentence. The order of the sentences

was randomized for each participant to exclude any

order effects. The SST was explained with the fol-

lowing wording: ‘This language task contains several

sentences, and each sentence consists of six words.

The words are randomly mixed so that the sentences

are grammatically incorrect. Your task is to rearrange

the order of the words and make the sentences

grammatically correct by using five words for each

sentence.’ The participants had a maximum of

15 min to perform the task, and when finished, they

were told to knock on the door as a signal for Exper-

imenter B to enter the room and collect the SST.

Translated examples of the positive SST include: ‘get

you praise today will fine’; ‘exercise relaxation we

on now healthy’. Translated examples of the neutral

SST include: ‘lunchbox again eats she food from’;

the job now year profession ongoing’.

To determine if the positive and neutral prime

words were in fact differentially related to the con-

cept of expectations, the SST was evaluated by an

independent group of 36 participants (26 women,

M = 30.27, SD = 9.70 years). In order to validate the

SST task, 30 sentences (15 positive and 15 neutral)

were mixed in one questionnaire. The participants

answered to what degree they perceived each sen-

tence to induce positive expectations (belief about

something getting better) on a scale from 0 = no

specific expectations to 100 = expectations in a com-

pletely positive direction. The 15 positive SST sen-

tences were rated significantly more ‘positive’

(M = 56.29, SD = 20.26, NRS) than the 15 ‘neutral’

(M = 19.63, SD = 13.86, NRS), (t = 12.930, df = 35,

p < 0.001) sentences, thus validating that the prim-

ing task would expose the participants to words that,

at least consciously, are deemed different regarding

expectations.

2.2.4 Step 3 (placebo experiment)

After the priming procedure, Experimenter A led the

participant back to sit in the treatment chair. The

heat probe and the sham device were placed on the

participant’s volar forearm. First, familiarization to

the heat probe was performed, in order to remove

any surprise effects on pain ratings. Second, the

same credibility induction as given in Step 1 was

performed to remind the participant of the effective-

ness of the sham device. Lastly, a test of each partici-

pant’s placebo response was performed by

administering each participant’s high pain tempera-

ture while the sham device was turned ‘off’, ‘on’

and then ‘off’ again. The mean of the two ‘off’ stim-

uli was used to compare with the ‘on’ stimulus. Nota

bene, the same high temperature was applied during

all three stimulations.

2.2.5 Step 4 (questionnaires and debriefing)

After the experiment, the participants answered a

short-form of the Eynsenck Personality
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Questionnaire (EPQ12) including 12 items (yes/no

answers) regarding trait neuroticism (Eysenck et al.,

1985). Also a study-specific questionnaire was given,

including questions about (1) awareness and diffi-

culty of the priming procedure; ‘Could you detect

any themes or specific purposes of the language

test?, (if yes, the participants were asked to specify

their response) and ‘Did you consider the language

test to be difficult? (NRS, 0 = not at all difficult to

100 = most possible difficulty)’, (2) credibility of the

sham device and; ‘Did you feel that the pain reliev-

ing machine was credible?’ (NRS, 0 = not at all cred-

ible to 100 = totally credible). (3) credibility of the

treating Experimenter (Experimenter A); ‘Did you

feel safe and at ease with the experimental leader?’

(NRS, 0 = ‘not safe/at ease at all’ to 100 = ‘com-

pletely safe/at ease’); and ‘Did you feel confidence in

the experimental leader?’ (NRS, 0 = ‘no confidence

at all’ to 100 = ‘highest possible confidence’).

Finally, Experimenter A debriefed the participant

about the purpose of the SST and that the pain

relieving machine was a sham (placebo) device. Par-

ticipants were offered to withdraw their data from

the study if they did not feel comfortable with the

deceptive components of the experiment. However,

all participants approved of the design and the use

their data in the study.

2.3 Statistical analyses

Differences between the priming groups (positive vs.

neutral) regarding task duration, difficulty ratings,

credibility of the sham device and credibility of the

placebo experimenter were analysed by means of

two-sample t-tests.

The effects of placebo and priming were assessed

with a 2 9 2 mixed model analysis of variance

(ANOVA) on NRS pain ratings, with device ‘off’ and

device ‘on’ as the within-subject factor and priming

(positive vs. neutral) as the between-subject factor.

The effect of gender on placebo outcome was anal-

ysed using a multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA). To

further assess factors contributing to placebo out-

comes, linear multiple regression models were per-

formed with placebo outcome as the dependent

variable and pain sensitivity, EPQ12, prior experience

of relief and explicit expectancy as independent vari-

ables; adjusted for baseline pain (i.e. sham machine

‘off’). The predictors had no problems with collinear-

ity, analysed with multiple ‘tolerance’ and ‘Variance

Inflation Factor’ (VIF). For illustrative reasons, corre-

lation analyses were performed using Pearson’s r.

One placebo response outlier was detected, yet

inclusion/exclusion of this individual in the analysis

did not change the results and was thus included in

all analyses. All statistical analyses were performed in

SPSS 22.0. The significance level (a) was set as

p < 0.05, two-tailed. We used the Shapiro–Wilk Test

of normality, as it is an appropriate test for small

sample sizes (<50 samples). The underlying assump-

tions for running ANOVA is that the dependent vari-

able should be approximately normally distributed

for each category of the independent variable.

ANOVA is considered ‘robust’ to violations of nor-

mality, meaning that the assumption can be some-

what violated and still provide valid results. Here, the

dependent variables used in ANOVAs were: Sham

device off and Sham device on. In order to visually

determine normality from a graph, we inspected the

Q–Q Plots. The data points for the different measures

were close to the diagonal line in all our plots; a sign

of normal distribution. The underlying assumptions

for running regression analysis do not require that

the variables need to be normally distributed.

3. Results

3.1 Priming task and credibility ratings

The mean time for performing the priming task, irre-

spective of priming group, was M = 12.03,

SD = 3.48 min. There were no significant differences

in the amount of time required to perform the posi-

tive priming task (M = 11.59, SD = 4.11 min) com-

pared to the neutral priming task (M = 12.45,

SD = 2.77 min), (t = �0.739, df = 34, p = 0.465).

The experience of priming task difficulty (NRS 0–
100), irrespective of priming group, was M = 31.67,

SD = 25.21. There were no significant difference in

the experienced difficulty between the positive

(M = 31.39, SD = 26.39) and the neutral priming

group (M = 31.94, SD = 24.74), (t = �0.065, df = 34,

p = 0.948). After the experiment, the participants

were presented to the two different SST versions and

asked to identify which version they thought they

had completed. All participants identified the correct

SST, verifying that they had paid attention to the

SST sentences during priming.

None of the participants reported any correct per-

ception of the priming content. In a post-experiment

questionnaire, five participants gave a positive

answer to the question if they could determine a

motive or theme in the priming task, however, none

of the answers were related to positive expectations

(participants guessed that the SST related to aspects

of Swedish grammar).
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The mean rating of confidence in the pain reliev-

ing machine was high, as participants rated its effi-

cacy (0–100 NRS) to be M = 67.78, SD = 22.59.

There were no significant differences in credibility

ratings between the positive (M = 71.33, SD = 19.30)

and the neutral priming group (M = 64.22,

SD = 25.51), (t = �0.9443, df = 34, p = 0.352).

All participants rated a high degree of feeling ‘safe

and at ease’ with the experimenter who performed

the pain calibration and placebo administration (0–
100 NRS) (M = 97.61, SD = 5.27) as well as high

professional credibility (M = 95.97, SD = 6.53).

3.2 Placebo outcome

Overall, the participants’ pain ratings were signifi-

cantly lower when the sham analgesic device was

turned ‘on’ (M = 52.11, SD = 16.68) compared to

‘off’ (M = 61.29, SD = 17.01), F(1,34) = 38.06,

p < 0.001, g2 = 0.528 (Fig. 2). The magnitude of the

differences in means was M = 9.18, 95% Confidence

Interval (CI) = 6.19–12.16.

3.3 Effect of priming on placebo outcome

The mean placebo pain reduction in the positive

priming group was M = 8.61, SD = 6.69, and in the

neutral priming group M = 9.75, SD = 10.75. There

was no significant effect of priming type on overall

pain ratings, F(1, 34) = 0.886, p = 0.353, g2 = 0.025.

Moreover, there was no significant interaction

between priming type and placebo responses, F(1,

34) = 0.146, p = 0.704, g2 = 0.004, as priming did

not have differential effects on pain ratings when

the sham device was either ‘on’ or ‘off’ (Fig. 2). The

participants’ ratings of priming difficulty, or time

spent performing the priming task, did not affect pla-

cebo outcomes in any of the priming groups.

3.4 Effect of pain sensitivity on placebo
outcome

The mean temperature representing the participants’

calibrated high pain (~60 of 100 NRS) was 47 °C
and ranged from 45 to 49 °C. There was no correla-

tion between placebo outcome and participants’ pain

sensitivity (r = �0.257, p = 0.248), using a regres-

sion model where placebo outcome was the depen-

dent variable, adjusting for baseline pain (i.e.

machine ‘off’). The model explained 12.9% of vari-

ance in placebo outcome, yet this was not significant

(R2 = 0.129, F(2, 33) = 2.452, p = 0.102). In addi-

tion, pain sensitivity did not predict placebo outcome

(b = �1.417, t(33) = �1.175, p = 0.248), meaning

that level of pain sensitivity is not associated with an

increase in placebo outcome.

3.5 Effect of EPQ12 on placebo outcome

There was a positive correlation between placebo

outcome and EPQ12 ratings (r = 0.334) (Fig. 3). This

correlation was significant when tested in a regres-

sion model where placebo outcome was the depen-

dent variable, adjusting for baseline pain (i.e.

Figure 2 Pain ratings during placebo treatment. (A) Bars represent the average within-subject pain ratings during sham analgesic device turned

‘on’ (placebo) and ‘off’ (baseline). Participants rated pain intensity on a 0–100 Numerical Response Scale (NRS). Error bars represents 2 intrasubject

standard errors. Significance indicated with asterisk. (B) Across priming groups, there was a significant drop in pain ratings when the sham anal-

gesic device was ‘on’, however, there was no interaction between priming condition (positive/neutral) 9 sham device (‘on’/‘off’). The downward

shift in pain ratings for the positive priming group, represented in the image, was not significant.
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machine ‘off’). The model significantly explained

20.7% of variance in placebo outcome (R2 = 0.207,

F(2, 33) = 2.452, p = 0.022). EPQ12 also signifi-

cantly predicted placebo outcome, (b = 1.172, t

(33) = 2.184, p = 0.036). One extra point on EPQ12

(higher scores on EPQ12 indication high trait neu-

roticism) was thus associated with an increase in pla-

cebo outcome with 1.172 steps (NRS).

3.6 Effect of prior experience of pain relief on
placebo outcome

There was a significant correlation between placebo

outcome and prior experience of pain relief (i.e. dif-

ference in pain ratings during credibility manipula-

tion) (r = 0.568, p < 0.001), using a regression

model where placebo outcome was the dependent

variable, adjusting for baseline pain (machine ‘off’).

The model explained 33.9% of variance in placebo

outcome (R2 = 0.339, F(2, 33) = 8.470, p < 0.001).

The prior pain relief measure significantly predicted

placebo outcome, (b = 0.399, t(33) = 3.507,

p < 0.001); i.e. one step on the prior pain relief mea-

sure was associated with an increase in placebo out-

come with 0.399 steps (NRS).

3.7 Effect of explicit expectancy on placebo
outcome

There was a weak correlation between placebo out-

come and explicit expectancy ratings (r = 0.256).

There was a non-significant trend, using a regression

model where placebo outcome was the dependent

variable, adjusting for baseline pain (machine ‘off’).

The model explained 15.9% of variance in placebo

outcome (R2 = 0.159, F(2, 33) = 3.117, p = 0.058).

The explicit expectancy measure did not predict pla-

cebo outcome significantly, (b = 0.126, t

(33) = 3.507, p = 0.117). There were no significant

differences in explicit expectancy between the posi-

tive (M = 36.67, SD = 12.83) and the neutral prim-

ing group (M = 32.56, SD = 22.13), (t(33) = 0.682,

p = 0.500).

3.8 Effect of gender on placebo outcome and
expectancy ratings

A MANOVA, with gender as fixed factor, demon-

strated no significant effect of gender on placebo

outcome, F(1, 34) = 0.001, p = 0.976, g2 = 0.000,

nor on prior experience of pain relief F(1,

34) = 2.136, p = 0.153, g2 = 0.059. There was a sig-

nificant effect of gender on explicit expectancy F

(1,34) = 5.602, p = 0.024, g2 = 0.141; were female

participants (n = 21) reported higher explicit expec-

tancy (M = 40.24, SD = 14.96) than male (n = 15)

(M = 26.73, SD = 19.3). There was a positive correla-

tion between explicit expectancy and placebo out-

come among women (r = 0.476) but not among

men (r = 0.122), yet, the difference between these

correlations was not statistically significant, z = 1.06,

p = 0.289 (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

Here, we used a double-blind randomized experi-

mental design to test if implicit positive expectations,

induced by semantic priming, could alter placebo

analgesic responses. Previous studies indicate that

contextual factors, not directly relating to suggestions

of pain relief, can affect placebo analgesia, e.g.

through the price of a treatment (Waber et al., 2008;

Geuter et al., 2013) or alterations in the patient–clin-
ician relationship (Gracely et al., 1985; Kaptchuk

et al., 2008a). In this study the results showed that a

sham analgesic device could successfully induce pla-

cebo effects. However, there was no difference in

placebo effects between the positive and neutral SST

priming. Overall, the study showed positive correla-

tions between participants’ prior experience of pain

relief and placebo outcome. There was also a correla-

tion between high trait neuroticism and greater pla-

cebo outcome. Priming is one of many potential

ways to influence behaviour, yet, our study suggests

that placebo analgesia is predominantly influenced

Figure 3 Correlation between trait neuroticism and placebo analge-

sia. A significant positive correlation was found between EPQ12 rat-

ings (trait neuroticism) and placebo outcome (mean change sham

device ‘off’ vs. ‘on’), r = 0.334, p = 0.046.
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by prior experience of pain relief and the interaction

with a trustworthy clinician, highlighting the role of

social interaction in obtaining placebo effects.

Although this study did not find any specific

effects of SST priming on placebo analgesia, it pro-

vides a unique investigation of the potential effects

of semantic priming on placebo effects, using words

related to positive expectations. Our study rationale

was based on data from previous placebo experi-

ments with varying ‘directness’ of the manipulation.

The most direct type of expectancy manipulation is

represented in numerous placebo studies, and

includes a first-hand experience of pain relief. The

next level, representing less direct manipulations of

expectancy, includes a study where one’s observa-

tion of pain relief in others was enough to create

first-person placebo effects (Colloca and Benedetti,

2009). Hence, positive expectations of pain relief

acquired through social observation are thought to

mediate placebo analgesia. The most indirect exam-

ple where researchers aimed at creating expectations

of pain relief, is represented by a study (Waber et al.,

2008) where false information about the price of

‘analgesic pills’ was provided (with no mention of

differences in effectiveness). In that study, expensive

placebo pills led to stronger analgesic effects than

cheap pills, suggesting that expectations of pain relief

can be formed (and affect placebo analgesia) through

information that is not directly related to the

effectiveness of a treatment. In our study, we

wanted to take the indirectness of the expectancy

manipulation one step further, by providing an

implicit priming task aimed at influencing expecta-

tions in a generally positive way, without mention-

ing pain relief at all.

Priming is well-established in behavioural science,

but in spite of a vast literature on priming effects,

studies of semantic priming and pain are scarce. Fur-

thermore, the few published studies on priming and

pain include words with negative valence, such as

somatic complaints or suggestions of increased pain.

Contrary with our study, studies of negative priming

and pain sensitivity demonstrate effects on pain tol-

erance (Meerman et al., 2011) and pain sensitivity

(Weiss et al., 2003; Richter et al., 2014). We suggest

that priming directed at exacerbating pain, can be

obtained through the high salience of words sig-

nalling fear or threat, and/or by inducing negative

affect. Conversely, positive effects on pain through

expectations of pain relief may be more strongly

mediated by factors other than semantic primes.

Earlier priming studies have demonstrated striking

effects on human behaviour (Bargh et al., 1996;

Dijksterhuis and van Knippenberg, 1998), however,

the robustness of priming results are questioned and

there are failed attempts to replicate classic priming

studies (Doyen et al., 2012). In order to control for

the placebo experimenter’s own expectations and

Figure 4 Placebo and expectancy correlations divided by gender. (A) Correlation between prior experience of pain relief and placebo outcome

(r = 0.568, p < 0.001). (B). Correlation between pretreatment explicit expectancy and placebo outcome for women (r = 0.476, p = 0.029) and men

(r = 0.122, p = 0.664). The difference in correlation between men and women was non-significant.
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hope for priming effects, we employed a double-blind

experimental design. It is well-established that

patients’ expectations influence placebo outcomes,

however, the experimenter’s expectations may also influ-

ence the placebo response (Gracely et al., 1985; Mes-

ser and Wampold, 2002). In a priming study with

several experimenters, half of the experimenters were

led to believe that the participants would walk slower

when primed congruently, and the other half were

told the opposite (Doyen et al., 2012). The partici-

pants walked slower in the group where the experi-

menters expected the participants to walk slower,

indicating that the experimenter’s expectations may

affect priming results; highlighting the importance of

double-blind designs in priming studies.

For the purpose of our study, we modified an

existing method for semantic priming (SST) by

including words aimed at activating cognitive associ-

ations of positive expectations, and thereby enhance

placebo outcomes non-consciously. As there were no

previous attempts to enhance placebo effects this

way, the tailored SST was validated in an indepen-

dent group of participants. The validation procedure

confirmed that the two SSTs were perceived as

intended, as the positive priming sentences were

rated significantly more positive than the neutral

sentences. Yet, there is a possibility that the SSTs

were different only in participants who were explic-

itly prompted to rate the perceived expectancy of

each sentence (validation). This may not have been

the case during the experiment itself, when the par-

ticipants were unaware of the purpose of the SST.

In line with the goal of the present study, none of

the participants reported a correct theme of the posi-

tive/neutral priming sentences, indicating that the

participants were unaware of the purpose and con-

tent of the SST. The questions were asked in order

to verify that priming effects were indeed mediated

by non-conscious expectations.

Here, we found a positive correlation between par-

ticipants’ prior experience of pain relief (based on

experienced pain relief during pain testing) and pla-

cebo outcomes, which is in line with the known

effects of prior experience on placebo analgesia

(Jensen et al., 2012, 2015). A placebo-controlled

study in patients with neuropathic pain (Andre-Oba-

dia et al., 2011) showed that prior experience of

pain relief was essential for obtaining placebo effects

during sham transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS). In line with the scope of the present study,

Andre-Obadia et al. suggest that conscious expec-

tancy may have a rather limited effect on placebo

effects, compared to the implicit learning obtained

through experience. Moreover, in the present study

there was no overall correlation between partici-

pants’ explicit expectancy ratings and placebo out-

come. However, this ‘mismatch’ was true for male

but not for female participants, as male participants

had a tendency to give lower ratings when asked

about the effectiveness of the sham device, com-

pared to the actual pain relief reported during pain

testing (prior experience of pain relief). This raises

the question if male participants may have underre-

ported their belief in the effectiveness of the sham

device, as a result psychosocial factors. Studies have

suggested that traditional gender roles influence the

verbalization of pain (Sanford et al., 2002; Robinson

and Wise, 2003). It is possible that the effect of the

opposite sex had an influence on men’s explicit

expectancy ratings in our study, as the experimenter

was a woman. Our study thereby emphasizes the

importance of considering the social dynamics and

the context in which treatment expectations and

pain are reported. In spite of the gender differences

in reporting explicit expectancy, there were no over-

all differences in placebo analgesia between male

and female participants. Gender differences in pla-

cebo outcome are reported occasionally, however,

the results are inconclusive and several studies

report interaction effects with, e.g. stress (Enck et al.,

2008; Kelley et al., 2009; Aslaksen et al., 2011).

The notion of predicting who will be a placebo

responder has intrigued researchers since the advent

of systematic placebo investigations (Kaptchuk et al.,

2008b), yet, studies have failed to find conclusive

evidence for a typical placebo responder (Horing

et al., 2014). However, individual studies have linked

psychological traits such as dispositional optimism

(Geers et al., 2010), empathy (Hunter et al., 2014)

and fear of pain (Lyby et al., 2011) to placebo anal-

gesic responses. In one of the earliest investigations

of a placebo responder profile, Lasagna et al. (1954)

described responders, compared to non-responders,

as being more anxious, self-centred and had more

somatic symptoms. Conversely, non-responders were

described as more rigid and emotionally controlled.

The same was found in a study (Wasan et al., 2006)

where high neuroticism correlated with high

response to placebo injections in patients with disco-

genic low back pain. In line with these preliminary

findings, we found a positive correlation between

high trait neuroticism and placebo analgesia. Yet,

neuroticism has been used as a possible predictor of

placebo outcomes before, without showing any

effects (Kelley et al., 2009; Pecina et al., 2013). As

the contextual factors are likely to vary considerably
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between studies, and different trait variables interact

with different environmental cues (i.e. patient–
clinician relationship) (Kong et al., 2013; Kelley

et al., 2014), it is unlikely that one trait is related to

placebo response. The interaction between personal-

ity traits and environmental cues was investigated in

a placebo acupuncture study (Kelley et al., 2009)

where the patient–clinician relationship was manipu-

lated (emphatic vs. neutral therapist). The authors

found that gender and personality traits (extraver-

sion, agreeableness and openness to experience)

influenced placebo responses. However, this was true

only in the treatment group with warm and empa-

thetic patient–clinician interactions (Kelley et al., 2009).

In the present study, participants reported feeling

very safe and at ease, and rated high confidence in

the treating experimenter; indicating that treatment

was administered in a ‘safe’ environment. In analogy

with Kelley et al. (2009) it is possible that an ‘un-

safe’ environment may have rendered different

results, so that high trait neuroticism would not cor-

relate with placebo analgesia. A neurotic personality

may be defined as anxious and insecure, and is

sometimes referred to as ‘emotionally unstable’.

Hence, a safe environment may be required in order

to succeed with altering expectations in participants

with a high level of emotional instability.

A possible reason for the lack of priming effect in

this study is the interaction with the placebo experi-

menter. It is well-known that the interaction

between a patient and clinician has robust effects on

treatment outcomes (Bensing and Verheul, 2010;

Kelley et al., 2014). Furthermore, we expected the

priming effects to be subtle and therefore it is possible

that the participants’ interaction with the experi-

menter may have overridden the effects of priming.

In a separate validation procedure, performed before

the experiment, we found that the positive priming

sentences were perceived as significantly more posi-

tive than the neutral sentences. Yet, participants

were explicitly asked to rate the positivity of the sen-

tences, and were thus consciously aware of the possi-

bility that sentences had different valence. It would

have been preferable to know that the sentences

could affect participants non-consciously before onset

of the placebo experiment. Now it is not clear if the

participants were properly primed, which could be an

alternate explanation for the lack of difference

between the positive and neutral priming condition.

Another possible reason for the lack of priming

effects is the time span between the priming proce-

dure and the placebo manipulation. Not only may

the time span be problematic per se (time passes and

the effect of the prime may be blurred), but time

may also introduce competing elements (new envi-

ronmental cues), which could overshadow a possible

priming effect. In this study, we separated the place

for priming from the pain testing with a screen wall,

in order to reduce influences. However, some parts

of the experiment (heat stimulation and demonstra-

tion of the sham device) were repeated before test-

ing the placebo outcome. As a result, the effect of

priming may have suffered from a combination of

elapsing time as well as competing influences from

the repeated heat stimulation trial.

One limitation to our study is the use of regression

analysis in spite of a relatively small number of par-

ticipants. The number of subjects for running regres-

sions can be considered low, yet, the regression

included only one predictor (and adjustment for

baseline pain), which requires less demands on the

number of subjects.

5. Conclusion

Priming is one of many ways to influence behaviour,

and non-conscious activation of positive expectations

could theoretically affect placebo analgesia. Yet, our

study indicates that placebo analgesia was more

related to prior experience of pain relief and trait

neuroticism; possibly also to ratings of high confi-

dence in a treating clinician.
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